Summary. We develop a new approach to using estimating equations to estimate marginal regression models for longitudinal data with time-dependent covariates. Our approach classifies time-dependent covariates into three types -Types I, II and III. The type of covariate determines what estimating equations can be used involving the covariate. We use the generalised method of moments to make optimal use of the estimating equations made available by the covariates. Previous literature has suggested using generalised estimating equations (GEE) with the independent working correlation when there are time-dependent covariates. We conduct a simulation study that shows that our approach can provide substantial efficiency gains over GEE with the independent working correlation when a timedependent covariate is of Types I or II while our approach remains consistent and comparable in efficiency to GEE with the independent working correlation when a time-dependent covariate is of Type III. We apply our approach to analyze the relationship between body mass index and future morbidity among children in the Philippines.
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INTRODUCTION
Marginal regression models for longitudinal data seek to characterize the expectation of a subject's response y at time t as a function of the subject's covariates at time t. Marginal models differ from transition models that seek to characterize the expectation of a subject's response y at time t as a function of the subject's covariates at times 1, . . . , t and the subject's past responses at times 1, . . . , t − 1. Marginal models are appropriate when inferences about the population average are the primary focus (Diggle et al., 2002) or when future applications of the results require the expectation of the response as a function of the current covariates (Pepe and Anderson, 1994) . When there are time-dependent covariates, previous literature (e.g., Pepe and Anderson, 1994) has suggested that marginal models be estimated by generalised estimating equations (GEE) with the independent working correlation. In this paper, we develop a more efficient estimation approach for marginal regression models with time-dependent covariates. We classify time-dependent covariates into three typesTypes I, II and III. We show that when a time-dependent covariate is of Type I or II, GEE with the independent working correlation does not exploit all of the available estimating equations involving that covariate. We develop an approach that makes efficient use of all the estimating equations made available by time-dependent covariates.
In longitudinal data sets, there is typically correlation among a subject's repeated measurements. In a marginal model, this correlation is not of primary interest but it must be taken into account to make proper inferences. For analyzing marginal models, the seminal paper of Liang and Zeger (1986) developed the generalised estimating equation (GEE) approach. In the GEE approach, a "working" correlation structure for the correlation among a subject's repeated measurements is postulated. A valuable feature of GEE with time-independent covariates is that it produces efficient estimates if the working correlation structure is correctly specified but remains consistent and provides correct standard errors if the working correlation structure is incorrectly specified. However, when there are timedependent covariates, Hu (1993) and Pepe and Anderson (1994) have pointed out that the consistency of GEE is not assured with arbitrary working correlation structures unless a key assumption is satisfied. Consistency is, however, assured regardless of the validity of the key assumption when a working correlation that a subject's repeated measurements are independent (the independent working correlation) is employed. Consequently, Pepe and Anderson suggest using the independent working correlation when using GEE with time-dependent covariates as a "safe" analysis choice.
In this paper we develop a new approach to marginal regression analysis with timedependent covariates that provides more efficient estimates than GEE with the independent working correlation under certain conditions but maintains GEE with time-independent covariates' attractive feature of being consistent under all correlation structures for subjects' repeated measurements. GEE can be viewed as a method for combining certain estimating equations. When there are time-dependent covariates, some of the estimating equations combined by GEE with an arbitrary working correlation structure are not valid, explaining its potential inconsistency, whereas all of the estimating equations combined by GEE with the independent working correlation are valid, explaining its consistency (Pepe and Anderson, 1994; Pan et al., 2000) .
We distinguish between three types of time-dependent covariates (Types I, II and II) and show that when a covariate is of Type I or II, there are valid estimating equations available that are not exploited by GEE with the independent working correlation. Our approach makes use of these additional estimating equations not exploited by GEE with the independent working correlation. Type I and Type II time-dependent covariates are covariates for which there is no "feedback" from the response process to the covariate process. For Type I and Type II covariates, the additional valid estimating equations not used by GEE with the independent working correlation involve future values of the covariate being uncorrelated with current residuals from the marginal regression model. Type I time-dependent covariates have the additional feature that past values of the covariate are uncorrelated with current residuals. In order to make optimal use of the valid estimating equations, we use the generalised method of moments (Hansen, 1982) . We also provide a test for whether a timedependent covariate is of a certain type. In a simulation study, we show that our approach provides substantial efficiency gains over GEE with the independent working correlation when a time-dependent covariate is of Types I or II, while our approach remains consistent and comparable in efficiency to GEE with the independent working correlation when a time-dependent covariate is of Type III. We apply our approach to analyze the association between body mass index and future morbidity among children in the rural Philippines.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the model for longitudinal data that we consider, review the GEE approach of Liang and Zeger (1986) and review the issues that arise in using GEE when there are time-dependent covariates. In Section 3, we provide our new approach to estimation of marginal regression models for longitudinal data with time-dependent covariates. In Section 4, we conduct a simulation study to demonstrate the value of our approach. In Section 5, we apply our approach to predicting morbidity among children in the Bukidnon region in the Philippines based on body mass index. Section 6 provides discussion.
MARGINAL REGRESSION MODELS FOR LONGITUDINAL DATA
The data structure we consider is a longitudinal data set comprised of an outcome variable y it and a p × 1 vector of covariates x it , observed at times t = 1, . . . , T for subjects i = 1, . . . , N . We do not require that all subjects be observed at all time points, but we do require that the number of time points T at which subjects are observed is small relative to N . Such longitudinal data sets in which measurements are collected at regular times are common in public health and social science research. We assume that if there is missing data, whether a subject's data is missing at a given time point t is conditionally independent, given the subject's covariates at time point t (x it ), of the subject's missing outcomes, past outcomes, future outcomes and covariates at past or future time points (this is a special case of the missing completely at random assumption described in Little and Rubin, 2002) . For simplicity of notation, we will assume that each subject is observed at each time point and note later how our procedures are easily adapted when some subjects are not observed at all time points.
Let y i = (y i1 , . . . , y iT ) be the T × 1 vector of outcome values associated with p × 1 covariate vectors x i1 , . . . , x iT for the ith subject and let x i = (x i1 , . . . , x iT ) . For i = j, we assume y i and y j are independent, but generally the components of y i are correlated. The marginal density of y it is assumed to follow a generalised linear model (McCullaugh and Nelder, 1989) of the form
where θ it = h(x T it β) for some monotone link function h and
Let µ i = (µ i1 , . . . , µ iT ) ; µ it is the marginal mean of y it conditional on x it .
Generalised estimating equations
The GEE method, introduced by Liang & Zeger (1986) for estimating the parameter vector β of the marginal regression model (1)-(2), allows the user to specify any "working" correlation structure for the correlation matrix of a subject's outcomes y i . The working correlation structure can depend on an unknown s × 1 parameter vector α. The observation times and correlation matrix can differ from subject to subject, but the correlation matrix R i (α) of the ith subject is fully specified by α. The working covariance matrix of y i is given
The generalised estimating equations are U(β) = 0, where
The form of the estimating equations (3) is motivated by the fact that when R i (α) = I, (3) are the score equations from a likelihood analysis that assumes that the repeated observations from a subject are independent of one another. Liang & Zeger (1986) established the following properties of the estimatorβ that satisfies U(β) = 0 under the assumption that the estimating equation is asymptotically unbiased in the sense that
and suitable regularity conditions: (i)β is consistent regardless of whether the actual correlation matrix of y i is R i (α); and (ii) cov(β) can be consistently estimated regardless of whether the actual correlation matrix of y i is R i (α). Although correct specification of the working correlation structure does not affect consistency, correct specification enhances efficiency. Note that in asymptotic statements throughout the paper such as (4), the number of subjects N is assumed to increase to infinity but the number of time points at which subjects are observed T is assumed to remain fixed.
Problems posed by time-dependent covariates
For time-independent covariates, the validity of assumption (1) about the marginal mean implies that (4) holds as we shall show below and consequently the GEE estimate of β is consistent regardless of the choice of working correlation structure. However, for time-dependent covariates, assumption (4) might not hold for arbitrary working correlation structures and consequently the GEE estimate of β is not necessarily consistent (Hu, 1993; Pepe and Anderson, 1994 ; for further discussion, see Emond et al., 1997 , Pan et al., 2000 and Diggle et al., 2002 . To review this result, assume that lim
where U j (β) denotes the jth equation in (3). Assumption (1) implies that
for t = 1, . . . , T , but assumption (1) does not guarantee that
for all s, t and consequently (4) 
, and y i0 = 0. Under
A sufficient condition for (6) to hold for all s, t is
because under (1) and (7),
where the third equality follows from (7) and the fourth equality from (1). Note that if all covariates are time-independent, then (7) holds and consequently the GEE estimator of β is consistent regardless of the working correlation structure.
Although the GEE estimator is not necessarily consistent with an arbitrary working correlation structure when there are time-dependent covariates, the GEE estimator is consistent with the independent working correlation (R = I). This is because with the independent working correlation, H i is a diagonal matrix and therefore (see (5))
A NEW APPROACH TO TIME-DEPENDENT COVARIATES
Because the GEE estimator of β with the independent working correlation is always consistent, Pepe and Anderson (1994) recommend using the independent working correlation as a "safe" analysis choice. The independent working correlation often has high efficiency for estimation of coefficients associated with time-independent covariates (Fitzmaurice, 1995) .
However, for time-dependent covariates, Fitzmaurice (1995) shows that the independent working correlation can result in a substantial loss of efficiency for estimation of the coefficients associated with the time-dependent covariates and provides an example in which using the independent working correlation is only 60% efficient relative to the true correlation structure. This creates a dilemma for time-dependent covariates: use of the independent working correlation may be very inefficient but use of a non-independent working correlation structure may produce inconsistent estimates. To resolve this dilemma, Pan and Connett (2002) propose to use resampling-based methods to choose the estimator which best predicts y it based on the covariates x it among GEE estimators based on different working correlation structures. Although their method is capable of choosing the best estimator among a class of GEE estimators, for certain types of time-dependent covariates, there are available valid estimating equations that are not exploited by the usual GEE estimators. In this section,
we develop an estimator that takes advantage of these additional estimating equations when appropriate to produce consistent and more efficient estimates than the class of usual GEE estimators. A key component in our approach is a classification of time-dependent covariates into three types.
Classification of Time-Dependent Covariates
Let x j , j = 1, . . . , p, denote the jth covariate. We classify time-dependent covariates into three types.
Type I: We classify a time-dependent covariate x j as being of Type I if it satisfies
A sufficient condition for all covariates to be of Type I is that (7) holds; see the argument below (7). For a linear model, a sufficient condition for a covariate x j to be of Type I is that
Variables that plausibly satisfy (9) include age, time variables and the treatment assignment for subject i at time t in a randomized crossover trial.
Type II: We classify a time dependent covariate x j as being of Type II if it satisfies
Note that the class of Type I covariates is a subset of the class of Type II covariates. A sufficient condition for all covariates to be of Type II is that
Condition (11) says that the time-dependent covariate process x i,t+1 , . . . , x iT is not affected by the response y it at time t conditional on x it , i.e., it rules out "feedback" from the response process to the covariate process. The reason that (11) implies (10) is that under condition
where the second equality follows from condition (11) and the third equality follows from
(1). For a linear model, a sufficient condition for x j to be of Type II is that
Condition (11) is related to but not the same as the condition of a covariate process being exogenous with respect to the outcome process that is defined by Diggle et al. (2002, Section 12.1); condition (11) differs from Diggle et al.'s definition in that the left hand side of (11) conditions on y it rather than y i1 , . . . , y it . Diggle et al.'s definition of exogeneity of a covariate process is equivalent to Chamberlain's (1982) and Engle, Hendry and Richards' (1983) extensions of Granger's (1969) definition that y does not Granger-cause x. Chamberlain (1982) shows that if x is exogenous with respect to the outcome process in the definition of Diggle et al., then the covariate process satisfies (11).
Type III: We classify a time-dependent covariate x j to be of Type III if it is not of Type II, i.e.,
As an example of the distinction between types of time-dependent covariates, consider the study presented by Zeger and Liang (1991) 
of infectious diseases and vitamin A deficiency in
Indonesian children. For the outcome of diarrheal disease and the time-dependent covariate xerophthalmia (an ocular condition due to vitamin A deficiency), Zeger and Liang find evidence that xerophthalmia is a Type III covariate -there is a feedback cycle in which xerophthalmia increases the risk of diarrheal disease which further increases the risk of future xerophthalmia. In contrast, for the outcome of respiratory disease and the same covariate of xerophthalmia, there is no evidence of a feedback cycle and hence it is plausible that xerophthalmia is a Type II covariate (Diggle et al., 2002) .
Generalised Method of Moments
Consider using estimating equations to estimate β. The assumption (1) about the marginal mean function provides the basis for T p estimating equations for the p dimensional parameter β:
Because there are more estimating equations (T p) than parameters (p), these estimating equations must be combined in some way to form p estimating equations. GEE is one method for combining estimating equations. For an arbitrary working correlation structure that allows nonzero correlations between any two time points, GEE uses (3) to combine the T 2 p estimating equations (8) for j = 1, . . . , p. Because some of these estimating equations are not valid for Type II and Type III covariates, use of an arbitrary working correlation structure may produce inconsistent estimates. However, for the independent working correlation, GEE combines only the estimating equations (14) and is hence consistent as long as (1) is correct.
This phenomenon is what prompts the suggestion of Pepe and Anderson (1994) to use the independent working correlation as a safe analysis choice when working with time-dependent covariates.
For Type I covariates, Pan and Connett's resampling method safely enhances efficiency by providing an approach to decide when a covariate is of Type I versus Type II or III and using a more efficient working correlation structure when there is evidence that a covariate is of Type I. When a time-dependent covariate is of Type II, the only working correlation structure that is guaranteed to produce consistent estimates is the independent working correlation so that Pan and Connett's method will tend to use GEE with the independent working correlation. However, the following estimating equations are valid for a Type II covariate, but are not used by GEE with the independent working correlation:
Here we propose the use of the generalised method of moments (GMM) as a method to optimally combine all available valid estimating equations.
GMM was introduced by Hansen (1982) and has had a large influence in econometrics; Mátyás (1999) provides an overview of GMM methods and their applications. GMM has roots in the minimum χ 2 method (Neyman, 1949; Ferguson, 1958) ; Lindsay and Qu (2003) provide good discussion of the connection between GMM and other ideas in statistics. Qu, Lindsay and Li (2000) apply GMM to marginal regression analysis of longitudinal data to improve usual GEE estimates for Type I covariates whereas here our focus is on improving estimates for Type II covariates.
The use of GMM to estimate the p-dimensional parameter β requires an r ≥ p vector g(y i , x i , β) of "valid" moment conditions where valid means
For a Type I time-dependent covariate, we have the T 2 valid moment conditions (8); for a Type II time-dependent covariate, we have the T (T + 1)/2 valid moment conditions (10);
and for a Type III time-dependent covariate or a time-independent covariate, we have the T valid moment conditions (14). The valid moment conditions for each of the p covariates are combined into the vector g. The sample version of (16) is
The usual method of moments would estimate β by solving G N (β) = 0, but when r > p, this system of equations is overdetermined. To overcome this difficulty, Hansen introduces a positive definite weight matrix W N and minimizes a quadratic form in deviations between the sample moments and the population moment conditions. The GMM estimator iŝ
Equivalently, the GMM estimator solves the estimating equation
Thus, the GMM estimator can be thought of as a method of moments estimator for a pdimensional set of moment conditions which is formed by taking linear combinations of the r > p available moment conditions. The relative importance of each of the r original moment conditions in the GMM estimator is determined by its informativeness about β, measured
, and the weight matrix W N .
Hansen (1982) shows that the asymptotically optimal choice of the weight matrix W N is the inverse of the covariance matrix of the moment conditions g(y i , x i , β 0 ), denoted by
(where β 0 is the true value of β). The intuition is that this weight matrix gives less weight to those sample moment conditions with large variances (Qu, Lindsay and Li, 2000) . Furthermore, Hansen shows that the same asymptotic efficiency as using the optimal W N is obtained by the two step procedure of using an initial consistent estimatorβ to obtain a consistent estimate of V −1 ,V −1 N , and then estimating β by GMM with the weight matrixV −1 N . We denote this two step estimator byβ GM M . In our case, we use GEE with the independent working correlation as the initial estimatorβ and estimate
Under suitable regularity conditions, the estimatorβ GM M is asymptotically normal (as
where ∂g(y i , x i , β)/∂β is evaluated at β = β 0 . The asymptotic variance can be consistently estimated by
where ∂g(y i , x i , β)/∂β is evaluated at β =β GM M (Hansen, 1982) . Under regularity conditions, the two step GMM estimator is semiparametrically efficient in the sense of Bickel, Klaasen, Ritov and Wellner (1993) for the family of distributions satisfying the moment conditions (16) (Chamberlain, 1987) .
When not all subjects are observed at each time point, then we modify the above procedure as follows. For a moment condition g j (y i , x i , β), let I j denote the set of subjects whose observation times allow g j (y i , x i , β) to be computed, e.g., for a moment condition of the form (10), I j is the set of subjects observed at both times s and t. Instead of (17), the sample moment conditions can be expressed as
where |I j | denotes the number of subjects in I j . Instead of (18), our estimate of V −1 iŝ
, where I 1,...,r is the set of subjects whose observation times allow g j (y i , x i , β) to be computed for all j = 1, . . . , r.
Comparing GMM to GEE, when both methods are combining the same estimating equations, GMM has the same asymptotic efficiency as GEE if the working correlation structure in GEE is correctly specified but GMM is more asymptotically efficient when the working correlation in GEE is misspecified (Qu, Lindsay and Li, 2000) . An additional advantage of the GMM approach is that it facilitates combining a set of estimating equations such as (10) (which are valid for a Type II covariate). No GEE working correlation structure can combine the estimating equations (10) in such a way that at least one of the estimating equations with s = t in (10) has nonzero weight (for such a working correlation structure, R i (α) would have to be upper triangular with at least one nonzero element off the diagonal, which would mean that R i (α) is not a correlation matrix -a contradiction). Although GMM provides the flexibility to combine the estimating equations in (10), if some of the estimating equations in (10) are invalid so that the covariate is in fact of Type III, then the GMM estimator that combines the estimating equations in (10) will be inconsistent. Consequently, it is important to be able to test whether a covariate is of Type II vs. Type III (or Type I vs. Type II or III).
Testing a Covariate's Type
One approach to testing is to test the sufficient condition (11) (or (12) for a linear model).
Another approach to testing works directly in the GMM framework. Consider testing
vs.
where
where Q ab,N (β GM M,ab ) is the GMM minimand using the full set of moment conditions in H 0 and Q a,N (β GM M,a ) is the GMM minimand using only the moment conditions g a (wherê β GM M,a is estimated using only the moment conditions g a ) (Eichenbaum, Hansen and Singleton, 1988) . C N has an asymptotic χ 2 r−q distribution under H 0 , where r−q is the dimension of g b . The statistic C N is similar in spirit to the likelihood ratio statistic from maximum likelihood theory (Hall, 1999) . See Newey (1985) and Hall (1999) for further discussion of testing the validity of moment conditions in the GMM framework. In Appendix A, we present a set of regularity conditions under which the test of (20) vs. (21) based on (22) is consistent.
An alternative approach to assessing a covariate's type besides the test based on (22) is to examine the predictive performance of different estimators that are based on different assumptions about a covariate's type. Specifically, we can choose among the GMM estimators that make different assumptions about a covariate's type (which lead to different moment conditions) the estimator that minimizes a resampling based estimate of the predictive mean squared error for predicting y it based on x it . Pan and Connett (2002) developed this predictive mean squared error approach for choosing among the class of usual GEE estimators when there are time-dependent covariates; see their paper for implementation details. The approach to determining a covariate's type by using the test based on (22) is useful when a researcher has a strong prior belief that the moment conditions in H 0 are all valid and is using the test to see if there is any evidence in the data against this belief. When a researcher has more uncertainty about the validity of some of the moment conditions in H 0 , the predictive mean square error approach is useful. The approach of using the test based on (22) has the advantage of being computationally simpler. We focus hereafter on the approach using the test based on (22).
Overall Approach
Our overall GMM approach to marginal regression analysis with time-dependent covariates is as follows. Unless there are substantive reasons to think that a time-dependent covariate is of Type I or Type II, we assume it is of Type III and use the moment conditions (14) for it. If there are substantive reasons to think that a covariate is of Type II (or Type I), then we test the null hypothesis that it is of Type II (or Type I) versus the alternative that it is of Type III and if the test is not rejected, we use the moment conditions (10) (or (8)) in our GMM estimator. We call the GMM estimator that chooses which moment conditions to use based on the test (22) the GMM Moment Selection estimator. The GMM Moment Selection estimator gains efficiency for Type I and Type II covariates compared to GEE with the independent working correlation when our hypothesis that a covariate is of Type I or Type II is correct. The GMM Moment Selection estimator remains consistent when our hypothesis that a covariate is of Type I or Type II is wrong as long as the test based on (22) is consistent (see Appendix A for regularity conditions under which the test is consistent). R functions that implement our approach are available from the authors.
SIMULATION STUDY
To examine the performance of our proposed GMM approach, we performed a small simulation study for two settings, the first setting has a Type II time-dependent covariate and the second setting has a Type III time-dependent covariate.
Setting I: Type II time-dependent covariate.
This setting was considered by Diggle et al. (2002) . We simulated data under the following mechanism:
x it = ρx i,t−1 + it (b i , e it , it ) ∼ mutually independent normal mean zero with variances 4,1 and 1 respectively; the x it process is stationary, i.e., x i0 ∼ N (0, σ 2 /(1 − ρ 2 )).
This model represents the plausible scenario that a time-dependent covariate has an autoregressive structure and a response variable depends on both current and lagged values of the covariate. The model yields the marginal mean
where β 0 = γ 0 and β 1 = γ 1 + γ 2 ρ. The mean that conditions on all past, present and future covariates, E(y it |x i1 , . . . , x iT ) = γ 0 + γ 1 x it + γ 2 x i,t−1 , does not equal the marginal mean (23) so that (7) does not hold. Furthermore,
Thus, x it is a Type II time-dependent covariate.
We consider six estimators: 1) GMM using the moment conditions (10) for x it , labeled GMM Type II; 2) GMM using the moment conditions (14) for x it , labeled GMM Type III; 3) the GMM Moment Selection estimator that uses the .05 level test based on (22) to decide between the GMM Type II and GMM Type III estimators; 4) GEE using the independent working correlation, labeled GEE Independence; 5) GEE using the exchangeable working correlation structure (see Liang and Zeger, 1986, pp. 18 , Example 3), labeled GEE Exchangeable; and 6) GEE using the AR-1 working correlation structure (see Liang and Zeger, 1986, pp. 18 , Example 4), labeled GEE AR-1. We simulated 2000 data sets, each of which contained N = 500 subjects observed at five time points with γ 0 = 0, γ 1 = 1, γ 2 = 1 and ρ = 0.5. We consider the following model:
where (u i1 , . . . , u iT , v i1 , . . . , v iT ) are mutually independent mean zero normal random variables with variances σ 2 u for (u i1 , . . . , u iT ) and σ 2 v for (v i1 , . . . , v iT ), and the (x it , y it ) process is stationary (i.e., y i0 ∼ N (0,
The response process y it has a feedback effect on the covariate process x it and consequently
x it is a Type III time-dependent covariate.
We simulated 2000 data sets, each of which contained N = 500 subjects observed at five time points, with β = 0.5, κ = 0.3, γ = 0.5, σ 2 u = 1 and σ 2 v = 1. Table 2 shows the bias, the root mean squared error and the efficiency relative to GEE Independence for the same six estimators considered in Setting I. As in Setting I, the GEE Exchangeable and GEE AR-1 estimators are substantially biased and perform poorly. The GMM Type II estimator that uses the invalid moment conditions (15) 
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The simulations of settings I and II illustrate that 1) when there is a Type II timedependent covariate, the GMM estimator that uses the additional moment conditions (15) that are only valid for Type II time-dependent covariates can be substantially more efficient than GEE with the independent working correlation (almost twice as efficient in Setting I); 2) when there is a Type III time-dependent covariate, the test based on (22) has power to detect that the covariate is of Type III. Thus, the simulations illustrate that our GMM approach that uses the additional moment conditions (15) Setting I continued: We expand the model in Setting I to allow for x it to depend on b i :
where all parameter settings are the same as in Setting I except for κb i being added to the A, as the number of subjects increases to infinity, the probability that the test (22) rejects converges to 1. Consequently, when the time-dependent covariate is of Type III, the GMM Moment Selection estimator is asymptotically as efficient as the GMM Type III estimator.
However, for a given sample size, there will be some region of parameter values for which the time-dependent covariate is of Type III, but the test (22) will have low power for rejecting the null hypothesis that the time-dependent covariate is of Type II (or I), and consequently the GMM Moment Selection estimator will tend to use the Type II moment conditions.
To study further the consequences of this for the efficiency of the GMM Moment Selection estimator, we simulated from model (27) with different values of κ. Table 3 shows the root mean squared error for the GMM Type II estimator, the GMM Type III estimator and the GMM Moment Selection estimator for sample sizes N = 500 and N = 2000 for different values of κ. 2000 simulations were done for each combination of sample size and κ. We see that the GMM Moment Selection estimator performs better than the GMM Type III estimator but not as well as the GMM Type II estimator for κ near 0 (κ < 0.01 for both sample sizes), performs better than the GMM Type II estimator but not as well as the GMM Type III estimator for κ close but not very close to zero (κ between 0.01 and 0.06 for N = 500 and κ between 0.01 and 0.03 for N = 2000) and performs comparably to the GMM Type III estimator for κ further from zero (κ greater than 0.06 for N = 500 and κ greater than 0.03 for N = 2000).
As indicated in Section 3.4, we recommend using the GMM Moment Selection estimator only when there are substantive reasons to think that a time-dependent covariate is of Type II (or I). Furthermore, it is advisable to conduct simulation studies for the given sample size to determine whether the tradeoff in efficiency between the GMM Moment Selection estimator and the GMM Type III estimator for different parameter values is favorable given one's prior expectations about the parameter values. In some cases, the tradeoff can be made more favorable by choosing a level for the test (22) other than 0.05. A decision-theoretic study of how to choose the level of the test (22) is a valuable topic for future research. For a test that decides among different estimators of the normal linear regression model for crosssectional data, Sawa and Hiromatsu (1973) and Brook (1976) studied how to set the level of the test optimally according to a minimax regret criterion.
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APPLICATION TO ANTHROPOMETRIC SCREENING
Because of the ease of obtaining anthropometric measurements, anthropometric examination is useful in developing countries for identifying individual children at risk of illness or death and for prioritizing areas to be targeted for government feeding or health programs (Martorell and Habicht, 1986; Zerfas et al., 1986; World Health Organization, 1995) . For developing appropriate screening criteria to best allocate scarce resources on the basis of anthropometric examinations, it is important to quantify the association between anthropometric measurements and future morbidity. In developing countries, a record of previous anthropometric examinations for children visiting a health clinic is often unavailable so that it is useful to quantify the association between the anthropometric measurements of a child at a given time point and the outcome of interest (e.g., future morbidity or mortality). Examples of studies that have examined the prospective relationship between anthropometrics at a given time point and morbidity at a future time point include Chen et al. (1981) , Tonglet et al. (1999) and Kossman et al. (2000) .
To estimate the association between anthropometric measurements and morbidity k periods after the anthropometric measurements based on a sample of children, we only need one observation of the anthropometric measurements and one observation of the morbidity outcome k periods after the anthropometric measurements for each child. However, there are several high quality longitudinal data sets containing repeated observations for each child.
In particular, the International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI) has collected several high quality longitudinal data sets that contain information on child morbidity and anthropometrics (these are publicly available, see www.ifpri.org). It is desirable to make efficient use of these longitudinal data sets. We consider here a data set collected by the IFPRI in the Bukidnon Province in the Philippines and focus on quantifying the association between body mass index (BMI), which equals weight (in kg) divided by height (in cm) squared, and morbidity four months into the future.
The data was collected in 1984-1985 by surveying 448 households living within a 20-mile radius. Data was collected at four time points, separated by four month intervals. For more details on the data, see Bouis and Haddad (1990) and Bhargava (1994) . Similar to Bhargava (1994) , we focus on the youngest child (1-14 years) in each household and only consider those children who have complete data at all time points, resulting in 370 children with three observations of (BMI at time t, morbidity at time t+ 4 months) each. For the morbidity outcome, we follow Bhargava (1994) and use the empirical logistic transformation (Cox, 1970) of the proportion of time over the two weeks prior to the interview that the child was sick, y it = log days over last two weeks prior to time t child was sick + 0.5 14.5 -days over last two weeks prior to time t child was sick
Besides BMI, we use as predictors gender, age (in months) and dummy variables for the round of the survey (to account for seasonality in morbidity). For illustrative purposes, we focus on a linear model.
Gender is a time-independent covariate. The time-dependent covariates age and survey round dummy are clearly Type I time-dependent covariates in a linear model because (9) holds for these variables (for age, (x i1 , x i2 , x i3 ) is a function of x it for each of t = 1, 2, 3 and for survey round dummy, (x i1 , x i2 , x i3 ) is the same for all children). BMI is plausibly a Type II time-dependent covariate. In order for BMI to be a Type II time-dependent covariate,
there cannot be any feedback effect from a child's sickness to the child's BMI. Two reasons that there might be a feedback effect are (a) if a child is sick, the child may not eat much and this could affect the child's weight in the future and (b) infections have generalised effects on nutrient metabolism and utilization (Martorell and Ho, 1984) . However, both reasons (a) and (b) for a potential feedback effect are most relevant for diarrheal infections (Martorell and Ho, 1984) and the proportion of children in our study who were sick (over a two week period) who had diarrheal infection was only 9%. Furthermore, because the rounds of the survey were four months apart, the effect of a child's sickness in one round of the survey on the child's weight at the next round is likely to be small. To empirically test the null hypothesis of BMI being a Type II time-dependent covariate, we use the test (22), which
gives an insignificant p-value of 0.21. Table 4 shows the estimated coefficients and standard errors (in parentheses) for the GMM Type II estimator and the GEE Independence estimator. The bottom row of Table 3 shows the average squared prediction error (ASPE) of the two estimators,
whereŷ
is the predicted value of y it based on x it using the model fitted by leaving out the ith child, i.e., only using the observations from the other N − 1 children. The GMM Type II estimator does not show an efficiency gain over GEE Independence for this data set. This is because the correlation among a child's repeated morbidity outcomes is small. The largest correlation between residuals at any two time points using the GEE Independence residuals was 0.21. Our simulation study from Section 4 suggests that for outcomes that are more highly correlated within a child, the GMM approach can provide large efficiency gains.
INSERT TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE
An interesting finding from our analysis is that BMI is not a strong predictor of morbidity. This is consistent with the findings of Chen et al. (1981) for a study in Bangladesh and Tonglet et al. (1999) for a study in Congo but not with Kossman et al. (2000) , who found a significant effect of anthropometrics on future morbidity in Sudan. The value of anthropometrics for predicting future morbidity appears to depend considerably on local conditions.
DISCUSSION
We have developed a new approach to marginal regression analysis for time-dependent covariates. Our approach classifies time-dependent covariates into three types. The type of covariate determines what estimating equations can be used involving the covariate. We use the generalised method of moments to make optimal use of the estimating equations made available by the covariates. We carried out a simulation study that showed that our approach can provide substantial efficiency gains over GEE with the independent working correlation when the time-dependent covariates are of a certain type while our approach remains consistent even when our assumption about a covariate's type is wrong.
We have focused on marginal regression analysis. Our approach is also useful for obtaining more efficient estimates in the partly conditional model of Pepe and Couper (1997) . For the simulation studies considered, the asymptotically justified inferences for GMM based on (19) were reasonably reliable. However, when many moment conditions are used relative to the sample size, the asymptotically justified inferences for GMM can be unreliable (Newey and Smith, 2003) . For a Type II time-dependent covariate, the number of moment conditions increases quadratically as the number of time periods T increases; specifically there are T (T + 1)/2 valid moment conditions. For Setting I in Section 4, as T is increased, we found the substantial gains in efficiency of the GMM Type II estimator compared to that of GEE with the independent working correlation estimator persist but the coverage of the nominal 95% confidence intervals for β 1 based on (19) drops. Specifically, for 2000 simulations with a sample size of N = 500, the coverage rate of the nominal 95% confidence interval was 93.2% for T = 5, 88.1% for T = 10, 81.0% for T = 15 and 65.5% for T = 20.
When the sample size was increased to N = 2000, the performance of the approximate confidence interval based on (19) improved substantially. In 2000 simulations, the coverage rate of the nominal 95% confidence interval was 95.15% for T = 5, 93.60% for T = 10, 92.25% for T = 15 and 90.10% for T = 20.
For our empirical study, the GMM Type II estimator involves 21 moment conditions for six parameters. We studied the coverage of the nominal 95% confidence interval for our empirical study in the following way. We calculated the empirical likelihood estimate (Owen, 2001 ) of the population distribution under the assumption that the GMM Type II moment conditions hold and that the GMM Type II estimates are the true population parameters.
We then simulated data from a population with probabilities equal to the empirical likelihood estimates and checked the coverage rate of the nominal 95% confidence interval based on (19) for the coefficient of BMI. Note that under a population with probabilities equal to the empirical likelihood estimates discussed above, the GMM Type II moment conditions hold and the coefficient on BMI is the GMM Type II estimate of the coefficient on BMI. One approach to dealing with the situation of having many moment conditions relative to the sample size is to use a different estimator than usual GMM. Qu and Lindsay (2003) develop a dimension reduction approach to combining moment conditions that has better properties than usual GMM when there are many moment conditions. Another approach to combining moment conditions is empirical likelihood (Qin and Lawless, 1994; Owen, 2001 ). GMM and empirical likelihood have the same first-order asymptotic properties but empirical likelihood has better higher-order asymptotic properties when there are many moment conditions (Newey and Smith, 2003 We present a set of conditions for the test of (20) vs. (21) based on (22) to be consistent. Harris and Mátyás (1999) discuss more primitive conditions that are sufficient for (C3) and (C4) Table 4 : Estimated coefficients and standard errors (in parentheses) for the GMM Type II and GEE Independence estimators. The response variable is the child morbidity index (28).
The bottom row is the average squared prediction error (29). 
